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Abstract
This paper presents how voice stress is manifested in the
acoustic and phonetic structure of the speech signal. Out
of few thousand authentic Police 997 emergency phone calls,
a few hundred were selected automatically according to their
duration (dialogs shorter than 3-4 seconds were omitted).
Finally, 45 speakers were chosen for acoustic evaluation, the
basis for selection being a perceptual assessment.
Basic statistical measurements for stressed and neutral
speech run over the database showed the relevance
of the arousal dimension in stress processing. The MDVP
analysis confirmed statistical significance of such parameters
as fundamental frequency and pitch variation, noise-to
harmonic-ratio, subharmonics and voice irregularities
for stress detection. In case of highly stressful conditions
a systematic over-one-octave shift in pitch was observed.
Linear Discriminant Analysis based on 9 acoustic features
showed it is possible to categorize the following classes: male
– stressed and neutral, female stressed and neutral speech.
Keywords: call centers interfaces, stressed speech,
fundamental frequency.

1. Introduction
In many military and civilian applications it is necessary
to assess whether or not a speaker is under stress.
The presence of stress is also becoming increasingly important
in the field of multilingual communication and security
systems. Emergency call centers and police departments
all over the world are bombarded with different kinds of calls,
only some of which are of great importance. It would be then
of particular interest to detect speech marked by stress in order
to improve decisions’ effectiveness and to save lives [1, 2, 3].
Several investigations - separate research on stress and
emotion recognition [4] - showed direct application
of emotion recognition to stress recognition [5, 6]. Thus
differences in acoustical features between neutral and stressed
speech brought by a variety of emotions and the Lombard
effect have been studied intensively [1, 7]. A number
of studies have focused on the effects of emotions on stress
because of a close relation between emotions and stress
recognition, e.g. usage of similar acoustic features
(F0, intensity, speech units duration) and arousal
dimension [8, 9]. Their results agree that the speech correlates
are dependent on physiological constraints and correspond
to broad classes of basic emotions, but disagree
on the differences between the acoustic correlates of particular
classes of emotions [8, 10]. Certain emotional states, which
can be controlled by the speaker to some extent, are often
correlated with physiological states, which in turn have quite
mechanical and thus predictable effects on speech and on its

prosodic structure in particular. For instance, when a person
is in a state of anger, fear or joy, the sympathetic nervous
system is aroused and the speech becomes loud, fast and
enunciated with strong high-frequency energy. When one
is bored or sad, the parasympathetic nervous system
is aroused, which results in a slow, low-pitched speech with
little high-frequency energy. Apart from these individual
differences, some studies show an increase in intensity and
fundamental frequency, a stronger concentration of energy
above 500 Hz and an increase in speech rate in cases
of stressed speech.
While some progress has been made in the area of stress
definition and assessment there is still a number of important
research areas that require further investigation.
Our study focuses on the analysis of stress produced
in response to the occurrences in the people’s surroundings,
perceived by them as unusual and impossible to be controlled.
We will analyze third order stressors, psychological ones,
which have their effect at the highest level of speech
production [1]. An external stimulus such as a threat is subject
to individual mental evaluation, but other emotional states like
anger, irritation will have also the effect at this level.
Due to methodological difficulties that concern speech
under stress analysis, literature presents results that are
somewhat at variance with each other. Validity of the studies
however, depends heavily on the experimental material.
We assumed that separate models trained using speech
from both, stressful and neutral environment, should allow
to better determine acoustic stress indicators, in particular,
should help answering the question which of the F0 derivatives
are most valuable stress predictors.
The structure of the remaining parts of the paper is as
follows: Section 2 is a brief introduction to the speech
database and training data, in Section 3 the F0 range variability
is presented, Section 4 describes stress detection and data
summarization, while in Sections 5 a short discussion is given.

2. Speech corpus construction and
annotation
The 997 - Emergency Calls Database is a collection of
spontaneous speech recordings that consists of crime/offence
notifications and police intervention requests.
In the first step of the speech corpus construction
the whole set of recordings was automatically grouped into
sessions according to the phone number from which the call
was made, receiving over 8 000 sessions.
In the next step a six-level preliminary annotation was
performed by three students trained in phonetics.
The annotation included the description of: (1) background
acoustics, (2) types of dialog act, (3) suprasegmental features
such as speech rate (fast, slow, rising, decreasing), loudness

(low voice or whisper, loud voice, decreasing or increasing
voice loudness), intonation (rising, falling or sudden break
of melody and unusually flat intonation), (4) context (threat,
complain and depression) (5) time (passed, immediate and
potential) (6) emotional coloring (up to 3 categorical labels
and values for 3 dimensions: potency, valency, arousal; where
potency is the level of control that a person has over
the situation causing the emotion, valency states whether
the emotion is positive or negative and arousal refers to
the level of intensity of an emotion [9, 11]).
For the purpose of investigating stress detection, only those
speakers were considered who in two or more dialogs
manifested different arousal levels. For each of the 45 selected
speakers two speech samples were collected: one from
situation with arousal level marked 0 and another one with
arousal level marked 0.5 and above. Each speech sample
consisted of sequences of utterances (full sentences and
phrases) that were perceptually homogenous in terms of voice
quality.
Voice quality features are especially effective for both,
perceptual and automatic identification of the paralinguistic
information expressing emotions, stress, attitudes [12].
The sequences were obtained by replacing with silence those
parts of recordings that contained intrusive noise (police
officer’s voice, third party’s voice, significant background
noise).

3.2.

Pitch range

3.2.1. Different pitch position, same compass
In this case three pitch position settings in the utterance
could be observed: (a) relative constant pitch position within
the utterance and dynamic pitch position changes within
the utterance: (b) pitch position shifted upward, (c) pitch
position shifted up and down.
a) Relative constant pitch position within the phrase
Fig.1a shows as example an utterance informing about
a burglary and a life threat, whereas Fig.1b illustrates
an utterance from the same person calling off the intervention
(informing that the burglar has left the apartment), recorded
1 hour after the first call. In the latter case, a shift in pitch
position is approx. 40 Hz lower (Fig.1b), as compared
to the position in utterance from Fig. 1a.
The utterances in Fig.1a and 1b have similar pitch
compasses but different pitch positions (probably caused
by stress).

3. Pitch variability
3.1.

Pitch register

A key issue of stress detection is finding such a speech
utterance segmentation that would result in units well-defined
in terms of perceptual and acoustic homogeneity. Vocal
register, which divides whole voice region into the component
registers by the voice quality, is an important perceptual
category.
There are many approaches to define vocal register, e.g. as
perceptually distinct regions of vocal quality that can be
maintained over some ranges of pitch and loudness or as
a range of consecutive voice frequencies, which can be
produced with nearly identical phonatory quality or in
intonation research to describe the distance between Low and
High tones [13]. Vocal register definition and terminology is
one of the most controversial problems. Also modeling pitch
range variation within and across speakers is a major problem
[14].
In further analysis, which concentrates on the stresscaused pitch variability (leaving out linguistic and discourse
features), two terms referring to pitch are introduced: pitch
position, defined by Fmin value and pitch compass, defined
by Fmax-Fmin range. Fmin and Fmax were measured automatically
and checked manually by an expert in phrases characterized
by voice quality that was perceptually evaluated as consistent
(in most cases it was the modal voice register).
Three cases have been presupposed: (1) different pitch
position, same compass, (2) different pitch position different
compass, (3) same pitch position, different compass.
In the following section of the paper several cases of pitch
range variability selected from various situational contexts
from the 997 database are presented.

Figure 1a: F0 contour of constant stress in
the utterance: Please, come over, there’s a housebreaking. She’s scared to death. (Fmin =240 Hz,
Fmax=352 Hz).

Figure 1b: F0 contour of neutral speech in
the utterance: I called one hour ago, I want to call off
the intervention. (Fmin =167 Hz, Fmax=264 Hz).
b)

Dynamic change of pitch position within the utterance.
Pitch position shifted upward.
In cases of high stress levels, F0 can rich extreme values
(female voices may reach up to 700 Hz). Fig.2 illustrates
an utterance of a female marked by an extreme stress.
At the start stress level increases even more. It only decreases
slightly at the end of the recording after hearing a prompt
to calm down. As the stress of the speaker increases, certain
processes may be observed: an upward shift in the voice pitch
as well as a prominence of the higher frequencies
in the spectrum, an increase in the signal’s energy and rate
changes.

As a result of discourse, the final part of the recording
(beginning of which has been marked by the cursor) has a
different Fmin and pitch range width than its first part.

3.2.3. Same pitch position, different compass

Figure 2: A gradual stress increase in the utterances:
a) Someone is entering the apartment (Fmin =220Hz),
b) He’s masked (Fmin =260 Hz), c) he is somewhere
[here] - direct threat (Fmin =320 Hz) d) Please come to
Kwiatowa Street - the answer after being asked by a
police officer to calm down and tell him the address
(Fmin =280 Hz).
Dynamic change of pitch position within the utterance.
Pitch register shifted upward and downward.
The shaded part in the Fig.3 shows an utterance by male voice
characterized by a significant, over 50Hz, upward shift
of F0 position.

Fig.5a and 5b illustrate utterances of the same male speaker, in
neutral state and in anger respectively. Both utterances have
similar Fmin, however their range of F0 fluctuations differs
significantly.

c)

Figure 3: a) I keep trying to get through….
(Fmin =121Hz), b) I’ve reported it so many times
already… - clearly audible irritation (Fmin =173 Hz) c)
… so I don’t know anything anymore… - the answer
after being asked by a police officer to calm down
(Fmin =115 Hz).

3.2.2. Different pitch position, different compass
In cases of anger and mixed emotions significant changes
of both pitch position and pitch compass were observed. Fig.4
illustrates F0 contour for an utterance in a female voice
classified as indignation. The speaker can easily control her
emotional state so that her message is clearly perceived by
the listener. Each syllable which is lexically permissible
is clearly stressed.

Figure 4: F0 contour for an expressive utterance
(indignation): I’ve got here such a drunkard, he’s
maltreating me, I am going to trash him...
(Fmax=675Hz, Fmin =139 Hz, first part of the
utterance). But what can I do … (Fmax=275Hz,
Fmin =206 Hz, second part of the utterance).

Figure 5a: F0 contour for a neutral utterance: Hi, I live
on XXX street… (Fmax=137Hz, Fmin =92Hz).

Figure 5b: F0 contour for an expressive utterance of
indignation: I hear some shouting and name-calling…
him... (Fmax=252Hz, Fmin =86 Hz).

4. Stress detection
The material was divided into four groups: G1: male – stress,
G2: male – neutral/mild irritation, G3: female – stress,
G4: female – neutral.
The acoustical preparation of recordings consisted in
the manual removal of the duty officer’s voice from
the recordings. For the acoustical analysis of 32 MDVP
features [15], for LDA Linear Discriminant Analysis only
9 have been used: Average (F0), Highest (Fhi) and Lowest
Fundamental Frequency (Flo), Fundamental frequency
variation (vF0 /%)/, Jitter (Jitt), Amplitude perturbation
Quotient (sAPQ)/%/, Degree of subharmonic Segments (DSH)
/%/, Noise to Harmonic Ratio (NHR), Degree of voiceless
DUV (%).
The LDA analysis of 9 parameters enabled
the classification of four groups with the average 80%
accuracy, for two groups (neutral and stressed speech, males
and female together) the accuracy was a bit higher, 84%.
The results showed that extreme stress can be clearly
identified by using only the amplitude information with mean
and minimum F0 values.
Fig.6 shows z-normalized Fmin (Flo) values for 4 groups:
G1, G2, G3, G4. Highest pitch position (Fmin) values are
demonstrated by groups G1 and G3 (speech under stress),
whereas Fmin values for groups G2 and G4 are statistically
substantially lower.
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